
14:20 York Langleys Solicitors British EBF Marygate 
Fillies' Stakes (Listed) (Class 1) (2YO only) 

Winner £28,355 - 15 declared to run 

 
York has had plenty of rain this week, so, the race is going to be run in testing ground. It's educated 
guesswork as to which fillies are most likely to handle underfoot conditions and the unique test that this will 
bring to these 2-year-olds. 
 
Blessed To Empress - Did us proud to win a shade comfortably on debut at Chelmsford. Three Little Birds 
has come out recently and ran a solid race to finish second again to Izzy Bizu, giving the impression our 
form may have been slightly underrated at first. Yes, she needs to improve, but if she comes out her first 
race well, she certainly deserves to take her chance in this listed contest. The ground is obviously an 
unknown, Holy Roman Emperor's do have a sound record on the rain-affected ground though, plus Blessed 
does possess a nice little-rounded action, so fingers crossed she can handle it. Amy is pretty sure she's 
likely to improve over a little further, meaning the tough test could be in our favor. Tactics wise - Lemos will 
look to break well and race prominently again. It's worth mentioning that if she does not handle the ground 
or can't go the pace, Lemos will not be instructed to give her a hard race. The last thing we want at this 
stage is her not enjoying herself, especially when we have other opportunities down the line. 
 
Che Bella - Held by a few of these in her 2 runs, nothing in those races suggests you could be confident of 
considerable improvement. Expected to handle soft going, but would be a shock winner on what she's 
shown so far. 
 
Daddies Girl - One of the most experienced in the field with 3 runs, ridden prominently when winning on 
her latest run at Salisbury on firm going, beat the same rival that Formidable Kitt did at Newmarket 
(Take Shelter). Sire 1 from 26 on soft and heavy. Trainer already commented that she likes fast 
ground. Hopefully, she's one who will be happier with a quicker surface. 
 
Dolly Dagger - 9th of 10 on debut at Salisbury. Has pivotal on dam's side and overall profile suggests 
she'd handle a soft surface, yet would have to improve considerably. 
 
Faithful Promise - Made all to win on 3rd start at Musselburgh, beating Shobrom an odds on Richard 
Fahey favourite, things seemed to play out nicely for her that day, and it may not have been the strongest 
of races. She was beaten on debut by Get Even who also runs. It's a small sample size but his sire 
Acclamation is 0 from 10 at the meeting. The dam, however, did handle soft ground at a good level. Mark 
Johnston doesn't have the best record In recent times with his 2-year-olds at the meeting. Just 2 from 28. 
It's no surprise then that Joe Fanning record isn't much better either. 
 
Formidable Kitt - Made all to win on debut at Newmarket. Bred for early 2-year-old speed, won cosily and 
showed a decent attitude in beating Take Shelter. Invincible Spirit's generally can handle softer ground but 
do excel on a fast surface. Her  Dam was very quick on fast ground, so, hopefully, may just get caught out 
on a soft surface. Tom Dascombe is 1 from 8 with his 2-year-olds at this meeting, with his Jockey Richard 
Kingscote 1 from 21 in recent years. Expected to race prominently. 
 
Get Even - 2nd on soft ground when making debut in France, then made all to win at Wolverhampton, 
which looks a decent race. The form has been franked a couple of times. Obviously, 2-year-olds improve at 
different rates, from run to run. The race actually suggests she could have the measure of the likes of 
Daddies Girl and Faithful Promise. 
 
Gisele's Angel - It was a likable performance when she made all on debut to win at Pontefract, on quick 
ground. Her sire Dark Angel has a respectable 8 runs 2 winners 4 places at the Dante meeting and can 
handle soft ground. The dam's side gives every indication that soft ground will not be an issue, dam and 
both offspring have won on soft surfaces. She's certainly a danger. 
 
Izzy Bizu - Won on debut beating Three Little Birds (the second from our race). The runner-up was getting 
5lbs (jockey claim) and had experience on her side. Kodiac, 13 runners 3 win and further 3 places at this 
meeting from its 2-year-olds, dams side suggest soft ok and he would probably be the pick of the Johnston 
duo.  
 
Kentish Waltz - Raced prominent when winning on debut in France at Chantilly, form obviously hard 
to assess. The Sire has been having some success with horses on a softer surface, the Dams side pretty 



neutral with regards to ground. Overall a difficult horse to assess. 
 
Maggie's Angel - She won despite being green on debut at Ripon, which visually didn't look a bad effort, 
however, Che Bella does hold that form back a little. Sire Dark Angel has a respectable 8 runs 2 winners 4 
places at the Dante meeting, as previously mentioned with Gisele's Angel. The Dam, however, ran badly 3 
times she encountered soft ground. Trainer Richard Fahey despite being known for his early 2-year-
olds, doesn't have the best of records at this meeting, it seems they have a plenty darts approach with 36 
runners 3 winners and running somewhat below market expectation. 
 
Main Desire - Won on debut at Nottingham showing an eye-catching turn of foot, she did seem to enjoy 
the quick ground that day. The Dam has a very American based fast ground pedigree, however, bred a 
decent horse, who handled the soft going ok. Visually very impressive and has to be respected. Drawn stall 
9, which seems the lucky stall with 5 of the last 12 winners in this race. 
 
Mistress Of Venice - 5th of 12th on debut at Beverley. It was a run full of promise though, and no doubt 

will improve. Limited evidence, but the Dam and other offspring showed the best form on a decent surface. 
 
Mount Victoria - Led when 2nd to Maggies Angel on debut, Cha Bella further behind. Dam won on good to 
soft. That form does need improving upon. 
 
Neola - Improved considerably from debut to win well at Nottingham on the second start. They seemed to 
go hard early in that race and it was a nice solid effort. Mick Channon does well with his 2-year-olds at the 
Dante meeting with recent figures of 13 runners, resulting in 5 winners and further 2 placing. Dam won on 
soft and heavy. Overall has a nice profile, however, the negative is stall 2, which if we are right in thinking, 
won't be ideal. 
 
 
Summary 
 
With 11 of the 15 runners all last time out winners, the race itself has probably ended up with more depth 
and quality than we may have originally expected. At the same time, the ability to handle the testing ground 
is quickly going to reduce the number of horses who are involved in the 
finish. Both Gisele's Angel and Main Desire looked impressive on debut, with both likely to handle soft, 
plus being drawn high, they look to hold strong claims. Get Even and Kentish Waltz are both a little harder 
to weigh up, however, both should be respected and can be added to the mix. Neola could be best of the 
low horses and holds a very good chance if not inconvenienced. 
 
A more than respectable run for ourselves has to be top 6 finish, however, if Blessed can handle the 
surface there is no reason, not to believe, she can't take another step forward and be involved in the finish.  
 
Any questions, don't hesitate to ask. 
 
Cheers, 
 
Tom, Stefan, Jay & Jack 

 


